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There had never been and never will be anything as empty and bright as a 2042 New York flat fully equipped with
every artificial intelligence imaginable. The space was void of almost any color and seemed to glimmer with a frigid
atmosphere. Countertops so white they reflected even the tiniest fractions of light that bounced off a young woman’s
shiny black pumps, her kitchen looming around her. Her heels skidded on the tile as she pushed and pulled a massive
box into her entranceway, sighing and huffing as she went. 

After fighting the weight of the hardware and slamming a glass of wine to stop her hands from shaking, she cut the
box and let it fall away. The vacant space of the room swallowed her whole. The woman kicked off her shoes,
examining the contents of the trunk. Inside the box stood a slender, white android. Its eyes seemed to gape at the
very space in the room and its fingers hung like greasy hair, curling despite themselves. 

The woman fiddled with the instructions for a few minutes and finally settled on the page she was looking for. 

"On." She said nervously. 

The machine fizzled to life with clicks and clacks, glowing panels, and whirring wheels. After a few long moments, it
released a sound that it felt wrong to call a voice. The empty gadget seemed to know nothing and everything all at
once. "Welcome. Thank you for purchasing the AI-87 Assistance Agent. What is my name?"

 "...Grey?" the woman stated as if she were asking a question, which she wasn't. 

"I am Grey," the gleaming doll said flatly. 

The woman felt her body shaking and stared at the android for what felt like many hours before throwing the
instructions on the kitchen counter and stumbling out of the room. Why? Why had she done this? Her own hard-
earned money spent on this cold cyborg? The woman scrambled down the hallway to retrieve her bottle of red wine
and then retreated to her bedroom, only briefly looking at the thing, which she was sure had moved since she last
saw it. She took a swig from the bottle and set it down on her dark wood dresser, among the miscellaneous makeup
containers and knick-knacks. The android’s eyes had carved frigid grooves into her skin and looked as if it had
known her. As she paced back and forth throughout her room, past her antique bed frame and tired birdcage, her
mind flooded with memories of an impulsive decision. The blinding electric lights that had made her dizzy walking
into a store where she had previously never set foot, filled with a longing for anything that could bring relief from the
cold shell she had become--something to bring companionship into her life.  

The woman walked over to her birdcage and crouched down to pet one of her itty bitty friends through the bars and
stared into their eyes. What good are wings?

Suddenly the doorknob rattled violently. 

For many moments, it just shook and shook and shook. Finally, a tiny click could be heard across the room and, as
the knob turned, the woman was sure her heart had jumped into her throat. The comatose metal puppet stood there,



silent. Stoic. 

"Miss, you seem to be distressed. Please be sure to let me know if there is anything I can do to assist you." 

The woman rose from where she knelt on speckled, vintage carpet. 

It took one step forward, and she took one step backward. One step forward, one step backward. One step
forward, backward.

One step forward---stop. The robot now stood in front of the birdcage. The shell of a thing knelt and attempted to
reach through the wire, softly stroking one other little yellow finches. Without warning, the android chirped. The
tweet was perfect in the most unsettling, alarming way, as she could hear the buzzing gears that turned only to
masquerade as a pure creature. 
The woman was overcome with fury, and she abruptly stomped forward, reaching for the bottle of wine. She brought
the bottle down hard on the thing's head and watched the alcohol splatter on the ivory walls and ashen curtains. 

The waste stood. Wine dripped down its upright, numb figure, dripping and dripping and dripping. Pooling in odd
places as she stared at it and it stared at her. 

She kicked it forcefully. It went down and she kicked it again. And again and again and again until her foot was
bloody and bruised and the metal was dented and dull. When she was done, she sunk to the floor and wept, for she
had blood on her feet and it had wine on its head. 
 


